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Before meeting up with the other superheroes, Doctor Weird decided to get his 
annual physical. But the doctors he saw didn’t seem like actual doctors at all! 
Frustrated, Weird took to a review website to vent his frustration….

⭐ I must have asked for a veterinarian! This doctor brought out a variety of exotic animals 
throughout our appointment, and kept talking to the animals like they understood him.

⭐⭐⭐ This doctor was wearing some weird gray jumpsuit. At one point he brought in a guy with 
an eyepatch, a cat, and some kid who he called “Mini-Me.” At the end, he said his services would 
cost “one million dollars.” Nobody has that kind of money!

⭐⭐ This doctor told me he’d served in the army, so I trusted him. But halfway through the 
appointment, some detective barged in and dragged him away to “work on the newest case.” 
Outrageous!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ This doctor was more of a spiritualist: he kept talking about releasing my spirit 
and my connection to the “astral plane.” He was full of himself, too: he wore this huge flowing cape, 
although his hands were badly scarred...

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ This doctor looked so cartoonish! Like if you’d given a Dorito a face and used 
some palm tree fronds as hair. He kept rambling about this mammal that he called his “nemesis” 
and these “-inators” he likes to build. What a doof… 

⭐⭐⭐ I told this doctor how surprisingly large the waiting room seemed from the inside. Around 
ten minutes in, he briefly looked away. When he turned back, he was a completely different person! 

⭐⭐⭐⭐ This doctor offered me some oddly-colored breakfast food. He kept saying I would 
“move mountains”, talking about the places I would go, and counting fish for no good reason.

⭐⭐ At least this doctor actually had some medical knowledge. But I can’t say the same for his 
associate who seemed to keep subbing in for him. The doctor was nice and calm, but this guy was 
rude and brash! They were never together in the room, though, which struck me as weird.


